6.23
Paving Materials
6.23.1 The choice of paving materials plays an
integral part of deﬁning the quality of the public realm
and deﬁning areas for speciﬁc activities. High Street and
Market Place have recently been resurfaced with high
quality materials such as York stone ﬂags and granite
setts. This is a simple and elegant approach to surfacing
which avoids fussy combinations of colours and details
and complements the character of the historic core. This
simple and elegant approach to surfacing should be
continued throughout the existing Town Centre and be
an integral feature of the development proposals.

A range of paving materials exist in the town, with
natural materials forming a signiﬁcant part of the
streetscape

6.23.2 A palette of appropriate hard landscape
materials should be identiﬁed which can be used
consistently throughout the Town Centre. This palette of
materials should include a range of paving and surfacing
treatments to address different urban situations, uses
and character areas, for example, the provision of tactile
paving at pedestrian crossing points. Large expanses of
uniform block paving should be avoided. Paving patterns
should be kept simple and should be a subordinate
element of the street scene, and not a dominant one.
6.23.3 In terms of landscape materials the following
materials are suggested for the Conservation Area:• York stone
• Granite setts and kerbs
• Tegula, or similar tumbled concrete setts
• Silver granite concrete Conservation kerb
• Resin bound gravel and hoggin
• Breedon gravel
• Reclaimed red bricks
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6.23.4 Outside of the Conservation Area more
contemporary materials can be used for both buildings
and hard landscape. The choice of appropriate materials
is still critical, and in particular, the choice of colours
in order to integrate new development into the local
context. In addition to the materials listed above, the
following materials illustrate the type of materials which
could be appropriate in non-Conservation Areas:• Buff coloured paving slabs
• Tegula, or similar tumbled concrete setts
(brown/grey)
• Reclaimed red bricks/Red engineering brick

UK examples of public space paving materials
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